Creative Economy
When models and patterns of creative processes are used to
improve product and services of any kind of industry
When creative processes are bringing added value for industry
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The economic added value / surplus comes from new
business models and innovative processes
business innovations are born in between the different
branches of industry

The conditions for creative economy

The change of ownership(

The change of production: Models from Media Industry

The possibility to use is more important than
ownership

”Digital Capitalism” - The surplus in business comes
more often from immaterial and creative,
innovative productions

The productions does not base only the control and
ownership or recourses

Digital platforms and social media call for use of
multiple channels, cross media – connections to all
classical media
The relationship between consumer and producer
is more like between public and publisher

Immaterial recourses creates economic added value /
surplus:
• patens, source codes, trade marks, copyrights, brands
• the models of knowledge and information systems
• the right for use of immaterial productions
• efficient ways to utilize immaterial recourses

Lawrence Lessig: Free Culture
From free culture to permission culture
What is the difference between commercial and non-commercial
You are telling a story sitting in by the fire – You’ll publish your story in a book
“A free culture supports and protects creators and innovators.
It does this directly by granting intellectual property rights.
But it does so indirectly by limiting the reach of those rights, to
guarantee that follow-on creators and innovators remain as free as possible
from the control of the past.”

The conditions for Creative Industries(
Social welfare for creative class –
incubator investments and corporate social welfare
Take into consideration that creative work exist with
specific locations, values and geopolitical forces
Methodologies in creative industry arise out of will
to collaborate – despite the many cultural, economic,
geographic and in many case technological obstacles

“The opposite of free culture is a ‘permission culture’ –
a culture in which creators get to create only with permission of the powerful,
or of the creators from the past.”
Who has copyright to the innovation called Internet? Should anyone have?
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Educating(the Creative Class(
The machines and apparatus are more often immaterial or
even hidden into the memory and experience of the employee.
The organizational and productive features of machines are
moved to the human body
The one and only human creature is at the same time
• a machine with all the knowledge of work done and a build
and well invested apparatus
• a living force who uses that machine and creates value and
property
The maintaining of this human creature is complex
• need to be more efficient, docile, in better physical condition,
multitalented, healthier, more innovative
• necessity to produce better knowledge and processes in shorter
time
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Flow
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi!
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Outlining
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Acceptance
Solution
Implementation
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Users, audience
Clearly defined process
Outcomes known

Problem Solving in
Creative Process

Outcomes
Processes
Strategy

Team

Creativity
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Preparation of the project
1. What are the project objectives

technologies
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I Outcomes
(Tulostavoitteet) :
II Objectives concerning
the realization
(Toteutustavoitteet)
III Conditions (Ehdot):

Partly defined
Several possible
outcomes,
sub projects, spin offs

What needs to
be done?

How– project organisation
and time scope?

user contexts
interactions
By whom, with which
requirements need to be achieved?
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Preparation of the project: checklist

Preparation of the project

1. Questions concerning the objectives
1.1 defining results, outcomes more detailed:
Each individual objective clearly defined
Make sure that, individual objectives don’t conflict
with each other.
Measurable objectives so, that achieving them
can be verified.
Need to be documented, nice if results
can be divided into categories, remember realism!(

1.1. What objectives need to be achieved?
1.2. Are the objectives explicit and clear?
1.3. Are the objectives realistic?
1.4. What are resources available for achieving
the goals?
1.5. How long is the time available for achieving
the goals?
1.6. Any alternatives or “buffers” (plan B)
0K(
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2. Questions concerning planning

3. Questions concerning the planning team

2. 1. What are the direct benefits and to whom?

3.1.Who are the key persons that need to agree
among themselves?

2. 2. Any indirect or tacit benefits, to whom?

3. 2. Whom need to be informed?

2. 3. Has the planning been appropriate?
(detailed enough)

3. 3. Has the plan been negotiated with the
client /mandator? (toimeksiantaja)

2. 4. Are the plans of the right kind?

3. 4.Who are the persons affected trough
planning?

2. 5. Is any flexibility possible, eg. changes?
2. 6. Are the human and economic recoursing
adequate?
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Planning team CAN be different from the
one that excecutes the plan.
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4. Project Team

4. Project Team

4.1. Who participate?
Expertice needed, does it exist in the project team
or need of getting elsewere?
4. 2. Team experience of the project group and
ability to get committed?

4. 5. Conflicts with other players eg. line
organiszation? (esim. linjaorganisaatio)

4. 3. The size of the team, if more than 7 / sub
projects?

4. 7. Are the members capable of adopting roles?

4. 6.The ‘nature’ of the team needed?
– Equable, harmonius, fast and self orienting, or
unconventional and contrasting?
4. 8. Possible conflicts of the group?

4. 4.Motivation of the members, does everyone
benefit?
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5. Managing the Project
5. 1. When and how you are going to start the
project? (acceptance, mandates)
5. 2. Everyone aware that you have started
(persons in responsible, team, partners)
5. 3. Is there a consensus about the aims of the
project?
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